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The poor yellow rose began to feel very small as she heard

the whisper spreading-” A white rose has been her friend

for she had not known before how very dreadful that was. l ne

first rose-matron came to her again, and said, “ My dear c 1 >

I really cannot believe it. A white rose is nothing for you.

She is much too common.”
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The Month of Blossoms.

By Dr. J. E. Taylor, F.L.S., F.G.S., &c., Editor of

“ Science Gossip.”

At last summer is upon us. Organic nature is nearing her

highest - pitched note. Our country walks naturally shorten

themselves, as regards distance, for there is so much more to

hear and see and understand. All the members of our native

flora and fauna are disporting themselves. You would hardly

think most of the sweet birds that are singing from every green

tree are quite as much African as English—if not more. In

May nature holds her annual Eistedfodd. It is an avian singing

competition—ranging from the melancholy but liquid flow of

song from the nightingale to the “ cheeky ” chirrup of the

sparrow. Shut your eyes and open your ears the first sunny

morning in mid-May you find yourself in the country Mjria s

of bird voices blend in the wide-spread “ Hallelujah Chorus

.
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The one natural history fact, above all others,
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fhat most exquisite of all productions (outside

whafw p^uce ourselves, of course) a bird’s nest! Many

of my readers are undoubtedly acquainted with poor William

Hunt s water-colour drawings of nests and eggs. The sight of

them is enough to make you fall in love with the objects. How

much thought, care, and love has been expended to make this

temporary home a nest! We are glad to call our own homes

“ nests.” Never was there coined a prettier or more expressive

word. Nor is the fact minimised because the instinct which

enables a bird to construct such a nest is racial instead of

individual—that is to say, has been gradually acquired by all

the individuals of the species, instead of by one only.

Birds’ nesting is one of the most delightful of country

exploitations in May. Of course, you will neither steal an egg,

nor disturb a callow youngster. But you will notice the fact that

the young of all the true singing birds are born very helpless, and

that they are three weeks old before they are feathered enough
to fly. On the other hand, non-singing birds, like ducklings

and chickens, rush out of the egg, and swim and peck about,

as if the child was born a hundred years old. What is the
reason for this ornithological differentiation ? Is it (as is

strongly suspected) that the helpless callow youngsters of all

singing birds are detained in their nest three weeks or
thereabouts, so as to be thoroughly well instructed by the
sin S’n& lessons of their parent? Perhaps so, for nature does
not underst^d the meaning of the word “ accident.”
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creatures, birds have most reason to susoecr a
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What a world of difference between
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choruses through her swarming minstr’els, the sma5 bhdf ‘°Sthe earth and a,r” are loud with their precious music Let Jnot part with this delightful gift, but protect the little creature
from whom so much that is joyous proceeds !

If the birds find May a busy month, the insects find it even
more so. Now is their chance. Fresh green leaves are shootin*
up and expanding faster than they can be devoured. What an
opportunity for caterpillars to breed, get fat, and store up extra
tissue and physiological material generally to be worked up into
new organs during that period of rest which occurs when they
pass into the chrysalis stage ! So we cannot wonder that May
and June are the chief months during which all sorts of

caterpillars develop.

The moths are now out in swarms every evening-

,
lying up

all day, and protected by their grey, or mottled, or spotted

wings from discovery. Every marking on their wings, however

inartistic and insignificant, has a history—even a racial history.

There is no room for “ accident ” in a world which God

governs.

What a host of night-flying butterflies or moths come forth

with the setting of the sun ! Their eyes cannot stand the strain

of sunlight any more than those of owls and bats. They have

quite a different microscopical structure from the eyes of

butterflies.

Among the commoner moths which may be taken this

month are the death's head, orange footman, clouded silver giey

pug, spotted moth, eyed hawk moth, cinnabar, brown silver line,

golden eye, dingy skipper, large ermine, white waves silver

ground carpet, poplar hawk, grey dagger, yellow tai innU,

Httle emerald, purple bar, crimson and gold moth, maiden s blush,

and a host of others. This list, however, is quite long enoug i o
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But above even this outburst of animal activity is t a

manifested in the vegetable kingdom. If birds are eggtng,

plants are flowering. The two processes are analagous. May is,

par excellence
,
the month of flowers. Its very name conjures up

a multitude of blossoms. Trees and shrubs are the first to
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May blossom and lilacs ! The association of the twn « •
,

of the term used by Charles Lamb to designate thi

nds US

season of the year-Lilac-tide !
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The mountain ash, sycamore (whose green flowers smell «

deliciously they need not the attractions of colour to bring h ?
of cross-fertilising insects to them), the crab-apple in the hedges
fdelicatest of coloured blossoms), horse che^n.,1(delicatest of coloured blossoms), horse chestnut, in the woods
the bird cherry, the oaks, the dewberry in the hedgerows the
holly, buckthorn, the spindle tree in the hedges (with its simple
but interesting green flowers, undergoing actual transition from

the monoecious to the dicecious state), the elder tree (about which

so many semi-religious traditions cluster in all countries)—are all

in full flower.

In the fields and meadows, the hedgerows, the woods

and copses, and on the heaths and commons, flowers are

literally “ upspringing day and night.” The broom is

gloriously blossoming. Goats’ beard, wild garlic in the

damp meadows, campions, sow thistle, blue and white

(and perhaps pink) milkworts in the tall grass, sweet

woodruff at the base of the damp hedges, marsh valerian

(male and female flowers quite different in aspect) in boggy

places, field madder (with its small, pale, four-pctallcd

blossoms) in the fallow fields, purging or mountain flax on

the hill sides, where also the yellow violets are growing,

fumitory in the. cornfields, shining crane’s bill and herb

Robert in the hedgerows, with the canary-coloured mouse-

eared hawkweed hard by, lady’s mantle in the hill) P3^^
(whose delicately-cut leaf deserves its name), mea o\v ore i

thronging the meadows (the tall pm pics 0 ia b
.
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lousewort in marshes, gromwell in waste places, eai

damp fields, ragged robin and yellow ratt c m ic

lilies -of-the -valley (but growing in woods and nat vail ys)

forget-me-nots by streams and brooks, where ™
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Nursery French.

Many of the mothers of to-day will still remember the sad
bewilderment and weariness of their first French lessons, when
at the age of nine or ten they were considered old enough to

“begin” French, and were suddenly called upon to grapple

with the difficulties of reading and writing in a foreign language,

whose words, pronunciation, construction, were all alike equally

strange and uninteresting to them.

Believing, as we do now, that children should learn a foreign

language as they learn their mother tongue—they speak it long

before they learn to read and write—we endeavour to give the

little ones while still in the nursery a joyous and interesting

oral introduction, by means of games, songs, and stories, to the

future study of the language as read and written.

Passing over the baby stage of learning, the names of the

objects in sight, at table, round the room, out of doors (never

omitting the article), and the learning of little sentences by slow

and careful repetition, eg., “ J’ai une rose, le chat doit, J
ain

J

c

ma mere,” the little one will soon be ready to join in * e lve J

dancing and singing games of his elder brothers Sl
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will before long be quite as successful in paying a ’

violin” in “La Mist-en-l’aire,” or in umtat.ng le beau
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